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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2336 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare: Sheila

Sheila’s Don’t Care Run
Weather – Fine, cool. The trail is on dribble droppings about 1 hour return, starts at the gate.
The pack had departed for several minutes when ABBA arrived. “Yay Ya ya !!!”
“You’re late ABBA”
“Ya Ya no no no you sent them out early yay a ya I’m not late”
Well you SFW, challenge the atomic clock at GMT + 10, ABBA I don’t care!
The trail traverses the ever familiar paths rimming suburban Trevallyn. A check next to an old abandon
motorbike alerts the Collingwood diehard in residence that there must be keg beer close by. Meanwhile
the trail continues down the laneway steps to the Trevallyn shops then terraces along towards the gorge.
Sheila had intentions of ascending Wattle Way but after three dribbles dropped and a short distance he
lost any semblance of care and retreated to continue the trail along Bain Terrace. Pernickety hashers kept
on up Wattle Way as Sheila had not laid On Back so they were compelled to keep going. Who cares about
On Backs? Bendover spotted this anomalous and continued on trail to the 39 steps; eventually the remainder of the pack searched out the same. Similar to Pavlov’s Dogs the lure of the Trevallyn Rotunda is
always the automatic reaction for Hashers when in this area; those that sought this avenue were to be
disappointed. After descending the steps hashers were confronted with an On Back scribed at the foot.
Would anyone fall for this one? – that Sheila, he’s a funny bugger – and no one cares for the On Back. It
was under the bridge past Tamar Marine to the river walk and platform. A magnificent vista of the Silos
complemented the On Home; only a select few took this opportunity, the others passed it by without a
care. A few returned in just over the hour with the majority another 10 mins behind them, ABBA came in
15 mins after that exclaiming that the run had too many checks. No-one gives a fat rat’s clacker you
SFW!!!

ON ON:
Sheila’s new fire pot has been computer designed, laser cut, tested and approved by NADA to be carbon
neutral and ozone layer safe, with one proviso - that there is no fire lit. Luckily there is a fire alight and it
is being boosted with the addition of sustainable recycled petroleum products, yes Rickshaw that’s what
happens to the stuff in the back of your truck when it get really hot.
While on the run the trailer was to stay shut lest unscrupulous hashers steal the sacred beer outside of
opening hours or imbibe said fluid in quantities non-proportional to the allotted timeframe. Then along
comes the sludgearse GM + 1 and says, “stuff the run let’s get into the beer”. What a hypocrite what sort
of example is he setting? His leftish antics are far removed from the stability of the conservative ethos
that the Riverside School have toiled to engrain in this fine institution. With a sense of loyalty to the position of GM, Sheila under protest, worked magic with the barrel (in its second week) having it pouring perfectly albeit slow before the arrival of front runners.
Inlet (lives next door but drove anyway) lipped, don’t care, just like any other week except for the Cheezle
King returning to the scene of his original crime. Cheezle Chewy also has some piss to share, a couple of
half barrels that are only 18 months old so beware of any party invites from Bellbuoy Beach. SloMo
affirms that the tipping results are veiled in the same secrecy as the Brownlow votes but there is a fair
chance he will win and Cookie will be runner up. Sheila’s pension payment delays have forced him to cut
the food budget; only scallop and bacon kebabs tonight. Pash has returned from a couple of weeks on
the sideline, despite this super sleuth Bugsy is having a night off surveillance duty and going directly
home. Sheep dip has stumped up 3 prizes including a few kilos of road kill ribs which will now feed Tiles’
tapeworm. Next week’s run is Inlet’s but at the same venue because his missus doesn’t want you bastards pissing in her goldfish pond and beating the living shit out or her pet possums.
Because of the GM’s + 1 selfish pre-run guzzling the assigned quantity of beverage ran out before the allotted time had expired forcing Sheila more financial strain having to provide additional stubbies from his
own personal family Christmas supply.
*Glossary – a list of stuff that’s in the Trash with meanings to help Hashers understand big words and acronyms, Acronyms – shortening of words by people that can’t spell, SFW – Swedish Fuck Wit, Anomalous
– not normal e.g. SFW, Semblance – looks like, GMT+10 – the time, Pernickety – tossers that place too
much effort on trivial detail, Ascending – go up, Descending – go down, Rimming – using tongue and
mouth to stimulate someone else’s anus, Terracing – narrow steps of land built into a hill slope, Pavlov’s
Dogs – experiments that fucked with dogs’ head, Vista – view, Traverses – the act of following arrows,
Unscrupulous – Tiles, Hypocrite – someone that steals hash beer.

The New 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Blakey JM: Slomo, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggy, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 28th August 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn. Hare: Inlet

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 30th August Curry House Elizabeth St Hare : XXX
Joke of the Week
Three blondes witness a crime so they go to the police station to identify the suspect. The police
chief shows them the first mug shot. "That's not him," the first blonde states. "This man only has
one eye." The chief is stunned. "He only has one eye because it's a profile shot." He repeats the
procedure for the second blonde. "That's not him. This man only has one ear," she answers. He
smacks his head. "It's a profile shot." He repeats the procedure for the third blonde. After viewing the photo, she says, "That's not him. This man is wearing contact lenses." "How do you know
that?" "Well," she says, "he can't wear glasses with only one eye and one ear, now can he?"
Nursing School
A woman enrolled in nursing school is attending an anatomy class. The subject of the day is involuntary muscles. The instructor, hoping to perk up the students a bit, asks the woman if she
knows what her asshole does during an orgasm. "Sure!" she says, "He's at home taking care of
the kids..."

.

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Why was the
police helicopter
hovering over
your place on
Saturday Sheila

I hope they
don’t dig up
my new
garage slab

I think they were
looking for human
remains

They will
have to dig a
deep hole

